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This Nigerian-Born Artist Is Quickly
Making Waves with Her Distinctive

Style
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here is a lot to unpack in the striking work of Nengi Omuku, the

Nigerian-born artist who is causing a stir with her dreamy

paintings of faceless figures immersed in various settings. Trained

in traditional oil painting at the Slade School of Fine Art in London,

Omuku developed a distinctive style that involves applying oil paint to

strips of primed sanyan, a hand-spun, precolonial Nigerian fabric. “After

moving back home from London, I was like an outsider because I’d been

away for so long,” she explains. “That’s when I fell in love with these

textiles.”

Inspired by the fabric’s important place in Nigerian culture, Omuku

started making portraits of figures wearing customary dress before

incorporating the cloth directly into her artworks. “The reason why I’m

working with the fabric has to do with nostalgia, longing for a time in

Nigeria where things were beautiful, full of meaning, and textiles were

something that were celebrated so profoundly,” she says.

The artist recently signed with Kasmin, which will debut an exhibit of new work in September 2024, and her first

major museum solo show, “The Dance of People and the Natural World,” is on view at Hastings Contemporary in

England through March 3, 2024. She trained under her mother as a florist and horticulturalist before turning to art,

and the ten pieces on display blur the boundaries between the figures and landscapes. A highlight is Eden, a mural-size

canvas suspended midair and surrounded by cushions and potted plants recalling Omuku’s flora-filled home in Lagos.

“It’s about capturing a state of mind—how the subjects are feeling going through the world,” she says. “It could be a

collective, like the pulse of what’s going on in Nigeria, or the pulse of an individual.”

Dividing her studio time between painting and weaving, Omuku says the most exciting endeavor is finding the right

fabric that will fit the rough image in her head. “And then the part from the initial sketch to the final piece is like

torture,” she adds. “I think people see artists and assume we’re having the time of our lives even when it’s like pulling

something out of your soul to make it tangible. It’s excruciating sometimes, but at the end when it’s done, it’s

incredible.”

A version of this article first appeared in print in our 2023 Collectors Issue under the headline “Active Voice.” Subscribe to

the magazine.
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ith sweeping ocean views and lush garden surroundings, the

island of Anguilla is a relatively undiscovered gem, often

overlooked for its more heralded Caribbean neighbors.

However, the alluring new programming at Cap Juluca, a Belmond

Hotel, Anguilla may change all that following its October 14 reopening.

The resort’s upcoming lineup offers exciting culinary, fitness, and spa

experiences. Kicking off the 2023/2024 season, renowned chef Chloe

Coscarelli, who specializes in sumptuous vegan cuisine, will be holding a

residency as part of the property’s Culinary Shores chef series,

November 20 through November 24. Guests can sample a decadent

four-course menu at the onsite restaurant Pimm’s or gather with friends

and family over a personalized Thanksgiving meal which offers both

vegan and non-vegan dishes paired with selections from Veuve Clicquot.

Following chef Coscarelli’s residency, the hotel will host a collaboration with acclaimed yoga and meditation teacher

Travis Eliot, who will guide guests through practices such as a candlelit Yin Yoga class, set against the property’s jaw-

dropping ocean views. In February, Olympic swimmer Jazz Carlin leads a three-day event that includes a sunrise swim

in Maundays Bay and other hands-on lessons in the resort’s picturesque infinity pool.

Luring rejuvinating-minded guests is a new spa, orchestrated in collaboration with leading Parisian skincare giant

Guerlain, set to debut in the spring. Crafted by Rottet Studio, which also oversaw the property’s design in 2018, the

sanctuary will unveil a welcoming open-air courtyard and soothing interiors enveloped in calming earth tones that will

create the ultimate restful environment, right from the start.

See more photos of the property below.
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reinterpretation of textures into geometric patterns that unveil new vertical application possibilities. Ukiyo is

available in a variety of Dekton colorways, thicknesses, and fluting options to create imposing vertical universes

endowed with linearity and depth. Cosentino partnered with renowned interior designer Claudia Afshar to

create color-filled structured patterns that offer a sensory experience.

Dekton is a sustainable beauty in peak performance as the only cradle-to-grave carbon neutral solid surface on the

market. It is sustainably manufactured using 99 percent recycled and reused water, 100 percent renewable electric

energy, and recycled materials in its composition.
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t Christie’s Paris last Friday, Joan Miró’s 1949 painting Peinture (Femmes, lune, étoiles) sold for €20.7 million

(roughly $22 million)— making it the highest selling piece during the Paris auctions this fall and one of the

highest priced pieces to date in France.

The artwork was part of Christie’s 20th and 21st Century Art fall auction series taking place in London and Paris and

coinciding with the city’s annual art fairs Frieze London and Paris+ Art Basel. Other notable lots included works by

artists François-Xavier Lalanne, Sam Josefowitz, and Georges-Daniel de Monfreid, but it was Miró who undoubtedly

took the spotlight.

“It epitomizes Miró’s post-war style, full of poetry,” Valérie Didier, an Impressionist and Modern Art specialist at

Christie’s in Paris said. “Mirós of this scale and quality, and with such extraordinary provenance, rarely come to

market.”

Peinture (Femmes, lune, étoiles) is one of the most paramount examples of the Catalan painter’s art practice, who is

renowned for his use of flat planes and minimalism shown through predominately black figurative shapes juxtaposed

against splashes of color. “Empty spaces, empty horizons, empty plains— everything bare has always greatly impressed

me,” the artist once said. From his Peintures lentes or “Slow Paintings”—a term coined by the art critic Jacques Dupin to

describe Miró’s reflective approach to painting between 1949 and 1950, it depicts a group of figures under a starry sky.

For some 70 years, the work was hung prominently on the wall at France’s legendary hotel and restaurant La Colombe

d’Or, nestled on a hilltop village in Saint-Paul-de-Vence in the South of France.It had been acquired just a year after its

creation by the hotel’s founders, Paul Roux and his wife Baptistine, from Galerie Maeght in Paris in 1950.

A place for collectors and art lovers alike, it was displayed alongside other masterpieces by the likes of Pablo Picasso,

Marc Chagall, and Alexander Calder. This record-breaking sale coincides with the Fundació Joan Miró and the Picasso

Museum‘s landmark joint exhibition “Miró-Picasso,” which recently opened the same day as the auction and features

more than 250 masterpieces from the two talents, drawn from public and private collections from all around the world.

"Mirós of this scale and quality, and with such
extraordinary provenance, rarely come to

market." 
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rawing on her resounding passion for natural materials, Los Angeles interior designer Claudia Afshar is

introducing a collection with Costentino that brings rich colors and calming textures to any space. Inspired by

contemporary Japanese design, the new Dekton Ukiyo celebrates the art of minimalism and embracing the

present.

“I have always been inspired by the materials found in nature and making the spaces I design as comfortable, warm,

and authentic as possible,” says Afshar. “Ukiyo is calming yet simplistic, and the colorways and fluting are romantic yet

contemporary and masculine to achieve balance.”

The ready-to-install tiles come in a matte finish and two fluting options. For the inaugural array, Afshar selected five

existing Dekton colorways, ensuring these decadent new offerings work harmoniously together or create a strong

visual impact when used alone.

“My team and I have been using fluted textures long before the trend,” she adds. “Every day I strive to think outside the

box in order to create something unique, yet special for each project. This collaboration offers just that and I am so

thankful to the entire Cosentino team for bringing this collection to the market.”

Color options included in Dekton Ukiyo is Bromo, a deeply saturated slate gray; Kreta, a strong, earthy hue; Nacre, a

creamy neutral with tactile trowel marks that give the design an added layer of intrigue; Umber, a warm terracotta with

blush undertones; and Rem, a delicate gray with painterly swaths of brown veining and hints of gold.

“The colorways work well with many different wood tones and metal materials,” says the designer, who is currently

installing the collection on a multitude of projects, including on fireplaces in a 9,000-square-foot penthouse and a 2025

show house.  

Further boosting the collection’s versatility, Dekton Ukiyo can be used in both indoor and outdoor settings, on

everything from kitchens and baths to swimming-pool surrounds, water features, barbecue areas, or fire pits.

“In luxury environments we need products that work indoor and outdoor for cohesiveness to make sure there is

continuity,” says Afshar. “It can also be used for many different furniture pieces as well. There is so much play in this

collection; you can make an entire dining table, coffee table, or bar with this product.”

As designers are increasingly challenged to do more with their materials, Afshar encourages others to push the

boundaries of their creativity. “Ukiyo means to ‘live in the moment’—this seemed extremely relevant with people’s

general desire to enjoy their homes and environments,” says Afhsar. “When designing a contemporary space, it still

needs to feel comfortable and textures are so important—not just with fabrics. Dekton Ukiyo is not just about

glamorous design; it’s livable luxury.”

“The colorways and fluting are romantic, but
also contemporary and masculine”

Creating New Vertical Universes with
Dekton Ukiyo
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